High Church turns to Eridani Expertise following previous Corruption
Scandal
By Hierophant Andelo Kopač

Endorsed by Chair Arbiter € Stordiz Xavier

The High Church of Messiah-as-Emperor accepted an invitation from House Eridanus
earlier this month to help upskill Tithe Collectors within the sector in a renewed
effort to stamp out corruption in Acheron Rho.
This follows on from a previous incident that had led to the Excommunication of several corrupt
Priests, which Eridanus had previously consulted on and co-investigated.
“It is important to ensure that corruption in any area of The Imperial Economy is stamped out,” said
Chair Arbiter € Stordiz Xavier, of House Eridanus. “If left to fester, then one corrupt system can cause
the others to become equally rotten. When this was discussed with the High Exarch and their Council,
it became clear that there was a chance to foster a mutual understanding between House Eridanus
and the High Church to the benefit of all involved, and for the sector as a whole.”
The upskilling has already begun, with collectors from both sides exchanging roles as a way to share
best practice, identify future risks, and build up a knowledge of the High Church and its huge array of
administrative nuances. One of these members of the Church could barely contain her excitement as
she loaded her bags onto an Eridani spacecraft headed for Tiber from Teuthem.
“This is just the opportunity of a lifetime,” she said with a beaming smile and bright enthusiasm.
“Being able to learn from the best whilst sharing the Virtues of God is just amazing.”
House Eridanus has kindly provided more information here about this - and their many other exchange programmes currently on offer within Acheron Rho.
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